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Abstract 

The order statistic { x1, ••• , xJ of a. simple random 

sample ( x1, ••• ,xn) is complete and minimal sut'ficient with respect 

to the class of all possible distribution functions F(x). The 

unique MVUE of any polynomial function of the moments of F may 

therefore be generated by constructing a kernel estimator (an 

unbiased estimator which is a. function of as few of the n observe.-

tions as possible) and calculating the conditional expected value 

of this kernel, given the order statistic {x1, ••• ,X~. This well 

known method of constructing MVUE moment estimators may be applied 

(in a. less well known manner) to the more complicated problem of 

estimating moments such as variance components from an array of 

observations generated by a balanced experimental design. 
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Introduction 

It is well known that for MOdel II balanced designs the MVUE variance component 

estimators derived for the conventional, homoscedastic normal model are also MVUE 

with respect to the general Model II in which distributions are unspecified. Thus, 

if a balanced sample is drawn from a distribution fXYZ(x,y,z) = fX(x)fy{y)fziXY(zlx,y) 

by independently selecting r observations from fx(x), c from fy(y) and n from each 

of the rc distributions fzlx yCzlx,y) determined by the r X c factorial array of 
' 

(x,y) observations, then conventional unbiased estimators of the variance components 

of Z are MVUE with respect to the class 3 of all possible distributions fXYZ(x,y,z) 

in which X and Y are statistically independent. The error mean square 

n 

\ - )2 
L.(zijk - zij· 

\ k=l 
I- n - 1 

i j 

for example is the MVUE of 

* The parameter a 2 is of degree 2 since a minimum of 2 observations is required 
E 

to estimate a2 • A kernel of s2 is any function of 2 of the nrc observations which is 
€ 

an unbiased estimator of a2 • The array of nrc observations on Z may be ~rranged in 
€ 

* The concept of degree of a parameter is ill formulated here and represents on~ 
total degree. 
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a two-way table of r rows and c columns with n observations per cell, and the order 

statistic of this array is the collection of (n:)rcr!c! arrays generated by permut-

ing rows, permuting columns, and permuting the observations in each cell. If the 

random variables (x1, ••• ,xr)' (Y1, ••• ,Yc) are unobservable* then this order statistic 

of the Z-array is complete and minimal sufficient with respect to the class ~~ and 

the {unique) MVUE of any moment parameter such as cr2 may then be obtained by con-
€ 

structing a kernel estimator and averaging this over all (n~)rcr!c! permutations 

of the Z-array. The kernel Zf11 - z111z112, for example, is an unbiased estimator 

of cr~; averaging this kernel over all per.mutations of then observations z111, ••• ,z11n 

in cell (1,1) gives 

n n 

! ~z~lk = n:l I(zllk - zll.)2 = s~j 
k=l k=l 

&.n.d averaging s~j over all permutations of rows and columns gives 

r c 

82 = r~ I I sfj 
i=l j=l 

\ie present here some other examples of the use of kernels in constructing MVU 

uoment estimators. 

:~!-
If the statistical problem concerns estimation of moments of Z only then the 

question of whether X and Y are observable or unobservable is irrelevant in this 

general case where diztributions are unspecified. 
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Examples 

We shall restrict examples to the balanced two-way array described above since 

extensions to higher-way arrays will be obvious. To pose the problem in more 

familiar terms let 

1.! s E(Z) 

p. = E(zlx.) - ll 
l. l. 

and to begin with a familiar example consider the problem of estimating the variance 

component cr2 
y ' 

Noting that 

~lll - z121 - z211 + z221 ~ (yl1 - Y12 - Y 21 + Y22) + (€111 - €121 - €211 + e221) 

is correlated with 
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only through the common element y11 we see that 

and thus we have found a. kernel (of degree 5) estimator of 0'2 • Averaging this 
y 

kernel over within-cell per.mutations gives 

1 = n(n-1) 

Averaging over per.muta.tions of rows and columns gives 

n ] [ n \' z2 - _L £. ""z2 
~ ijk c-1 r '-' i· • 

k=l i=l 

[ ~ 
c r 

fz~j·] 1 \'-2 1 \' -- 1.-Az. j. --r-1 rc '--
1 1 1 

[ 
r c r 

c ] + 1 
_2 c \'-2 r ~-2 +.l.. \' \,-2 

rcZ -- z. -- z·j· ~zij· (r-1) (c-1) ... r '-' 1". c rc """ 
1 1 1 1 

which simplifies to the familiar fonn 



1 [ ~1, (r-1) (c-1) -

c 
~2 z .. 
i-1 l.J . 
1 
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c 
\'-2 

r ·z . ;_;. • J • 
1 

--,..-1~ [ ~1 ~1, n(n-1) .... -

_2 ] + rcZ .•• 

- n Z ~ f-2 
] 

~ ~ ij· 

As a second example we shall construct a MVUE of the covariance between cell 

means and within-cell variances -- i.e., an estimator of 

Cov [E(Z\X,Y), E(z2 tX,Y) - (E(Z!X,Y)}2] 

e where 

cr~. = E(Z2 !X.,Y.)- fE(Z!X.,Y.)} 2 
l.J l. J l. J 

A kernel for cr~. is Z~.k- Z .. kz. "k'' and a kernel for the product~- .cr~. is then 
lJ l.J lJ lJ lJ l.J 

z. 'k''(z~ "k - z .. kz. "k') while a kernel for ~o2 is z.,. 'k(z~ "k - z .. kz. "k'> A l.J l.J l.J l.J € l. J l.J l.J l.J 

kernel (of total degree 4) for the covariance is then 

z2l·J·kz4jk' - z .. kz. "k'z. "k'' - z~ .kz. '"'k + z. 'kz. "k'z. '. 'k • 
.J. l.J l.J l.J lJ J. J l.J lJ l. J 

Averaging over within-cell permutations gives 
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Averaging over pennutations of rows and columns gives 

The algebra of this approach to moment estimation clear~ becomes very tedious for 

moments of higher degree, however, there is little interest in moments beyond 

variances of variances. An algebra of symmetric functions is available and does 

become useful beyond this limit. 


